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 Japan is facing aging population and Japan is facing aging population and 
declining fertility

 This is a problem to sustain the current social This is a problem to sustain the current social 
security system since the benefit of the old is 
paid by the young

 Size of the social security is much bigger than 
the tax system. Thus, the future burden of 
d li i l ti ill b hdeclining population will be so huge. 



 In 2015 Japanese government uses 115 In 2015, Japanese government  uses 115 
trillion yen for social security. 

 115 trillion yen ? 115 trillion yen ?
 How big it is?

A l dit f th ti l d f i Anuual expenditure for the natioal defense is 
5 trillion yen. 
S b id f ti l i it b t 1 t illi Subsidy for natioal university , about 1 trillion 
yen every year. 



 ODA (aid for developing countries) 0 5 ODA (aid for developing countries), 0.5 
trillion yen per year

 Expenditure for compulsory education 1 5 Expenditure for compulsory education, 1.5 
trillilion yen per year

 Japanese GDP abut 500 trillion yen per year Japanese GDP, abut 500 trillion yen per year
 Revenue from the income tax is about 55 

trillion yentrillion yen
 Thus, spending 115 trillin yen every year is so 

hugehuge. 



 How is such a huge expenditure financed How is such a huge expenditure  financed 
every year?

 In Japan social security tax and income tax In Japan, social security tax and income tax 
are implemented. 

 Income tax is for general expenditure such as Income tax is for general expenditure such as 
self-defence force, education and ODA

 Social security tax is for social security Social security tax is for social security 
expenditure



 Social security expenditure is very big But it Social security expenditure is very big. But it 
also keeps increasing with a high pace. 

 In 2000 social security expenditure was 78 In 2000, social security expenditure was 78 
trillon yen. In 2015, it is 115 trillion yen

 Within 15 years it increased more than 37 Within 15 years, it increased more than 37 
trillion yen!

 It is predicted that it will keep increasing with It is predicted that it will keep increasing with 
this pace. 



 There are two type of social security system There are two type of social security system.
 One is funded. 
 The other is pay as you go.p y y g
 The funded system goes as follows:
 Young people pays the social security tax. 
 The government does not use this social security 

tax revenue. Instead, the government puts this 
revnue into the banking accountrevnue into the banking account. 

 After 40 years, the government uses this money 
to pay for the social security expenditure whe theto pay for the social security expenditure whe the 
young people becomes old. 



 Other system is pay as you go system Other system is pay as you go system.
 Young people pays the social security tax.

The tax revenue from this social security tax The tax revenue from this social security tax 
is not put into the savings.
It i d i i di t l f th ld l It is used immiediately for the old people. 



 Japanese government uses the pay as you go Japanese government uses the pay as you go 
social security system like many other 
countriescountries. 

 Thus, the ratio of the old people to the young 
people is the key parameterpeople is the key parameter. 





 With this demographic structure at 2050 it is With this demographic structure, at 2050 it is 
predicted that the consumpion tax rate needs 
to be 50-60% to finance the increased socialto be 50 60% to finance the increased social 
security expenditure. 



 Thus the question that we face is Thus, the question that we face is 
 “ Do we keep not accepting immigrants and 

accept 50% the consumption tax rate”accept 50% the consumption tax rate
 Or

“B ti i i t id “By accepting more immigrants, we can avoid 
the 50% consumption tax rate. But we accept 
some costsome cost.  



 Higher crime (evidence?) Higher crime  (evidence?)
 Integration(evidence ?)

Cost in educational system Cost in educational system
 Congestion

J b i i ( id ?) Job competition (evidence ?)
 Lower wage rate (evidence ?)
 Higher unemployment rate (evidence ?)



 Several policies are implemented to increase Several policies are implemented to increase 
the fertility

 Child credit (kodomo teate) Child credit (kodomo teate)
 Provide more mother friendly job 

environmentenvironment
 However, the effect of those policies seem to 

be too small if anybe too small, if any. 
 Also, those policies are costly. 



 The more direct way to increase the size of The more direct way to increase the size of 
working population is accepting immigrants. 

 However there are several concerns again However, there are several concerns again 
accepting immigrants



 Accepting immigrants might decrease the 
wage rate in Japanwage rate in Japan

 Immigrants  might takes job from the young 
peoplepeople

 Accepting immigrants might increase the 
crime rate in Japancrime rate in Japan



 Companies that go to bankrupt might 
survive when there are more immigrantssurvive when there are more immigrants, 
which implies more jobs. 

 Companies which are planning to go to Companies which are planning to go to 
overseas might decide to stay in Japan if 
more immigrants are accepted. 

 Young people might decide to accumulate 
more human capital and they will not 

h h l bcompete with immigrants in the labor 
market



 In international trade theory there is a In international trade theory, there is a 
famous “factor price equalization theorem”. 
This theorem states that importing labor 
i t i d i i l t t i tiintensive good is equivalent to importing 
labor directly. 

 Since Japan is already engaged in free trade Since Japan is already engaged in free trade, 
Japan is already accepting cheap labor from 
China through importing goods from China. 

hIn this situation, accepting more immigrants 
does not affects the economy so much 
since Japan is practically importing laborsince Japan is practically importing labor 
through international trade. 



 There is no scientific evidence that the There is no scientific evidence that the 
presence of foreigner increases crime rate. 
This should be examined in data rather thanThis should be examined in data rather than 
assuming it. 

 Even if there is correlation between crime rate Even if there is correlation between crime rate 
and foreigner ratio, this does not mean 
causalitycausality. 



 In any case it is not clear whether the In any case,  it is not clear whether the 
argument against immigration is right or the 
argument for accepting immigrant is rightargument for accepting immigrant is right. 
Theoretically, both are possible.

 The only way to check which side of the The only way to check which side of the 
argument is right is to examine the data 
empiricallyempirically. 



 Until 1990 practically accepting immigrant Until 1990, practically, accepting immigrant 
as unskilled labor had been prohibited in 
Japan.J p

 In 1990, immigration law was changed. If a 
person’s grandfather is Japanese, then even if 
h l f h h ll dhis nationality is foreigner, he/she is allowed 
to work in Japan. 
Thi h f l t d i i t f This change of law accepted immigrant from 
Brazil and Peru.   



 In 1993 Japanese foreigner trainee regulation In 1993, Japanese foreigner trainee regulation 
was changed. Even a firm is authorized, then 
he is allowed to hire a foreign traineehe is allowed to hire a foreign trainee. 
(Gaikokujin kenshu seido.)











 Estimate the following equation Estimate the following equation. 

with  0  1 foreign ratioht

 Beta 1 is our interest

ith 0 1 f g  ht

 2ageith  4 industryith  5yeart
 Beta_1 is our interest. 
 It measure how much the wage rate 

changes when the foreign ratio increaseschanges when the foreign ratio increases.



 We run the regression separately for different We run the regression separately for different 
gender and different education group to 
control gender effect and education effectcontrol gender effect and education effect

 We add year dummy to control year effect





 The above analysis uses the variation of The above analysis uses the variation of 
foreign ratio across Japanese cities. 

 i e Some Japanese city has high foreigner i.e. Some Japanese city has high foreigner 
ratio and other Japanese city has low 
foreigner ratio Then check how thoseforeigner ratio. Then, check how those 
foreign ratio is correlated with Japanese wage 
rate across citiesrate across cities. 



 Another possible analysis uses the firm level Another possible analysis uses the firm level 
data. Some firms hire foreigner a lot. Other 
firms do not hire foreigners at allfirms do not hire foreigners at all. 

 Then, check the correlation between foreigner 
ratio and wage rate in each firmratio and wage rate in each firm. 

 We can also check the correlation of foreigner 
ratio and new hiring in each firmratio and new hiring in each firm



W i h f ll i i f We estimate the following equation for 
newly recruited worker in each firm

 wi  0  1 foreignratiojt 

  industry dummy

 beta 1 is our interest.

2yeart  3 industry dummy

 beta_1 is our interest.
 Again we estimate separately for different 

gender and different education groupgender and different education group. 







 Those evidences show that there is no Those evidences show that there is no 
negative effect of foreign labor on Japanese 
worker’s wageworker s wage 

 Why ?
 The standard demand and supply model The standard demand and supply model 

shows that if the supply increases, the price 
(wage rate) will decrease if other things stay(wage rate) will decrease if other things stay 
constant. 



 However other things do not likely to stay However, other things do not likely to stay 
constant. 

 More firms stay in the market More firms stay in the market. 
 Japanese young worker decide to go to 

different labor marketdifferent labor market. 
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 Previous graph shows that one possible 
reason that we do not observe lower wagereason that we do not observe lower wage 
effect of immigrant is the change of supply.

 Now we check whether such a possibility is Now we check whether such a possibility is 
true in the data 



 After the change of immigration law in 1990 After the change of immigration law in 1990, 
some Japanese cities experiences an increase 
of foreign labor ratio. Other did not. g

 For example, Oizumi city in Gunma and 
Hamamatsu in shizuoka have more than 10 

f f l bpercent of foreign labor ratio. 
 Actually, there are many cities that 

i d i f f i l bexperinced an increase of foreign labor.   



 Now we are going to check how High school Now, we are going to check how High school 
graduate carrier in those cities path changed 
compared to those in other citiescompared to those in other cities. 

 Our hypothesis:
 In those high foreigner ratio cities high In those high foreigner ratio cities, high 

school graduate decide to go to accumulate 
more skill and go to different labor marketsmore skill and go to different labor markets. 



 The national census(kokusei chosa) asks all The national census(kokusei chosa) asks all 
Japanese residents the place you lived in 5 
years agoyears ago. 

 Also the national census asks whether you 
are attending school or workingare attending school or working. 

 We use this information to examine the 
impact of foreign labor on carrier choice ofimpact of foreign labor on carrier choice of 
the young Japanese people. 



 We estimate the following equation by We estimate the following equation by 
focusing on 19-21 years old using the 
information on the place they lived when theyinformation on the place they lived when they 
are 14-16 years old. 



 school attenance dummyith  0  1 foreign ratiothschool attenance dummyith 0  1 foreign ratioth

 2yeart  3 income per capita of the ciity
 4 economic condition of the cityth4 yth

 School attendance dummy is 1 if a person is 
attending a schoolattending a school

 Foreig ratio is the ratio of foreigner at the 
place where this person lived in 5 years agoplace where this person lived in 5 years ago

 We control year effect and city’s economic 
condition. co d t o

 Our interest is beta1







 Now we examine how the presence of Now, we examine how the presence of 
foreigner affect unemployment and having 
jobsjobs. 





 The above result shows that an increase of The above result shows that an increase of 
foreigner ratio does not affect the probability 
of having job negatively for maleof having job negatively for male.

 How about the females? How about the females?













 We expected that they becomes unemployed We expected that they becomes unemployed 
and looking for a job. 

 But they do not But they do not. 
 Women decrease the probability of looking 

for a job contrary to our expectatinofor a job contrary to our expectatino.
 So what do you they do if they do not work  

and if they do not look for a job?and if they do not look for a job?









 There are substantial different response to There are substantial different response to 
college graduate female and h-school 
graduate femalegraduate female

 For college graduate females, the current 
increase of foreign ratio will decrease theincrease of foreign ratio will decrease the 
probability of having job. 

 But the past increase of the foreign ratio did But the past increase of the foreign ratio did 
not affect the probability of having a job.

 College graduate female adjust this negative College graduate female adjust this negative 
shock and come back to job market again.



 But for high-school graduate female the But, for high-school graduate female, the 
current increase of foreigner ratio will 
decrease the probability of having a jobdecrease the probability of having a job.

 But also, the past foreigner ratio will decrease 
the probability of having a jobthe probability of having a job. 

 For high school graduated female, once they 
are affected by the negative shocks it isare affected by the negative shocks, it is 
difficult for them to change their job and find 
a work againa work again.



 In a city where foreigners’ ratio is high high In a city where foreigners  ratio is high, high 
school graduate decide to go to school 
rather than decide to go to labor market at e t a dec de to go to abo a et
immediately. 

 This is true even after controlling economic g
condition of the city

 Young people respond to labor market 
shock and decide to accumulate more 
human capital. 
h h f f l b l h This is a shift of labor supply curve to the 

left. 



 Female labor responds to increase of Female labor responds to increase of 
foreigners ratio.

 College graduate women affected only in the College graduate women affected only in the 
short run. They find a job again after 5 years. 

 High school graduated women are affected in High school graduated women are affected in 
the long run. 

 They do not find a job even after a negative They do not find a job even after a negative 
shock in five years


